OUR MISSION

As one of the first treatment centers in the Western United States, the Beacon House has helped thousands achieve lasting sobriety from alcohol and drugs. The Beacon House understands what is necessary to achieve a lifetime of recovery. As a non-profit we invest all resources in delivering the highest level of individualized care at affordable prices. Located on the scenic Monterey Peninsula, the Beacon House promises a supportive environment for adult men and women seeking to realize a lifetime without drugs and alcohol.
REAL LIFE EXPERIENCES
Learning to cope with life beyond addiction is a cornerstone of recovery. Located on the picturesque Monterey Peninsula, the Beacon House is within reach to world-class golf facilities, private horse stables in Carmel and endless outdoor recreational activities which allow for authentic experiences outside of the facility.

SUPPORT COMMUNITY
We understand each of our client’s support “community” needs assistance, and family participation is a critical part of recovery. The Family & Supporters Program at the Beacon House includes education, therapy and support for family and friends who have loved ones dependent on alcohol or other drugs.

A LIFETIME OF RECOVERY
We believe the work done after treatment is as important as the work done in treatment. The Beacon House remains actively committed to our client’s life-long recovery. To ensure recovery commitments are met for all of our Beacon House alumni, we stay in constant touch through our OneRecovery™ System, an easily accessible online recovery community.

THE EXPERIENCE

THE PROCESS
As one of the first addiction treatment centers in the Western United States, we know what works best to achieve a lifetime of recovery.

EXTRAORDINARY PROFESSIONALS
Our highly-skilled, experienced and credentialed professionals operate at a staff-to-patient ratio of almost 2 to 1. The Beacon House provides comprehensive and effective treatment for individuals suffering from the disease of chemical dependency.

TRANQUIL SETTING
Located among peaceful gardens within walking distance to scenic beaches and coastal recreation paths, our Victorian-era facility offers a warm, homelike environment.

INDIVIDUALIZED CARE
Maintaining one of the highest staff-to-patient ratios in the country affords the Beacon House the ability to take a creative approach to recovery. We are able to utilize a variety of methods to achieve a successful outcome, as well as customizing programs to ensure effective and lasting recovery results.

TREATMENT TIME
The Beacon House has made a significant investment in diagnostic capabilities to identify the most important issues that stand in the way of long-term recovery. These measures allow our practitioners to focus on relevant, key issues throughout the duration of a client’s stay.